uoc.edu

Authorization for restricted use of the UOC Brand
Barcelona,

The Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC) hereby authorizes
[name of authorized company], whose mission is to

[activity] and who has a website at
[address], to use the UOC brand under the following

conditions:
1.

Authorized uses
In articles and press releases for publication in Spain.
In articles and press releases for publication internationally.
In success stories, articles and press releases on the

a)
b)
c)

[name of authorized company] website.
d)

In other marketing activities not included in the above points, provided specific authorization is
requested in writing for any of these activities.

Use prohibited if it negatively affects the authorizing party
The UOC brand must never be used in a way that might negatively affect or discredit the image or prestige of the
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya.
2.

Transfer to third parties prohibited
[Name of authorized company]
may not cede or
authorize use of the UOC brand to self-employed staff or third parties, whether individuals or legal entities.

3.

4.

Changes to the logo prohibited

Under no circumstances may
authorized company] modify the dimensions, colours or layout when using the UOC brand.

[name of

Term and termination
This authorization will remain in force for a year from the date it is signed and may be terminated unilaterally by
the UOC at any time without the need to give or accredit a justified cause.

5.

If authorization of use of the UOC brand is cancelled,
[name of authorized company] must immediately remove any stationary, signage or any other item with the UOC
brand. Likewise, where the UOC brand is present in electronic communication or virtual environments, these must
be deleted immediately.
Violation of the above conditions
The UOC brand is protected by the regulations on industrial property.
Unauthorized use of the UOC brand is prohibited and shall be deemed registered trademark violation. Thus, the
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya reserves the right to undertake any legal action deemed necessary against
anyone who uses the UOC brand without prior authorization in writing.

6.

In witness whereof, the parties hereby sign this document in duplicate on the date first given above.
Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Mr Antoni Cahner Monzo
CEO of the FUOC and General Manager of the University

Authorized company

